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PICTURE LOAN SCHEME - OUTLINE PLAN
Thoughts and suggesons to movate more input & ideas

At the end of our Bigger Picture project we have a useful selecon of beaufully printed Great Master 
painngs available for short term loan to a selected range of groups and organisaons who would not 
have been able to see them before. These full size reproducons could be used in a variety of project 
work or to simply enhance a dull environment with something upliing, challenging, astonishing!

Each measures approx. cm x cm (there are also some smaller ones) on metal sheet with 
pre-drilled holes for hanging, or could be mounted on an easel. 
They are not heavy and are easily transportable by car.
Each will be packed in bubble wrap.
There is a full online informaon rescouce accessible from our website to support the loan.

We hope to create a monthly loan scheme with a small admin charge to cover costs. ( ?)
To establish the scheme we need to create a simple system of methodology.

There will be  pictures available, so we don’t need a huge number of takers. (max ?)

SUGGESTED SYSTEM

. idenfy a list of relevant targets: Schools, care homes, scout & guide groups, church groups, 
libraries, hospitals, surgeries etc etc with key contact names.

. Devise loan scheme paperwork to include all relevant informaon eg: loan period, payment
details, insurance info., collecon and return info, damage report, contact details etc. etc.
Invesgate any similar picture loan schemes, perhaps using a library loan system as a model.

. Think about collecon and return dates, Picture storage and place for issue and return.

. Think about publicity value and document the project with photos (obtain permissions).

. Think about any alternave uses eg: loan of the full set to local village halls for a period of display.
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